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Historically, the Black Church in America has played a najor role in
influencing potential movements. Today it constitutes an inportant
religious institution in the stniggle for civil equality in America. The
Black church as a social institution and a formal organization has levied
power relations that have influenced various socio-political arenas.
Inportant among these are organizational structures such as institutions
and biireaucracies of najor American cities headed by predcmLnately Black
administrations. This analysis seeks to show that the inpact of the Black
church on one such city, Atlanta, Georgia, it is perceived to be quite
straig especially as related to the "brokering of power" within the Black
comnunity according to interviews with 22 Black Leaders.
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Statanent of the Problem:
llie purpose of this study is to exandne the influence of Black church
on the politics of Atlanta, Georgia by twenty-two black leaders. Ite Black
church and Black religion have been described historically as synonymous
institutions in a variety of works on the subject^. In this work therefore.
Black church and Black religion will be used interchangeably.
A major dojective of this study is to describe and analyze the social
organization of the Black church and to show such an organizational
influence on the political sector, according to the perceptions of leaders
vho were interviewed. !lhe influences included brokered leadership of
coRiTunity concerns, political endorsements of candidates naming for
office, and out comes of political elections and appointments.
The nature of this study is both historical and descriptive to the
extent that it will focus on crucial periods in the development of Black
religion over time in a narrative of the dynand.cs of the institution. A
particular focus will be the institution of the Black church as a
mechanism of religious socio-political change in Atlanta.
Additionally, a focus will be on the positive and negative influences
of the Black church as a social institution. Finally, but foremost, a
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focus will be on the religious leader as a political office holder. This
focus will involve the religious leader's ultinate effectiveness in
resolving various comnnity issues Including those which become manifest
in the political arena.
In continviing or focus the primry objective of this study is to
examine exactly vdiat the Black church has done here in Atlanta's politics
as perceived by the 22 Black leaders vtio were interviewed by the writer.
Such perceptions include:
(1) The Black church in Atlanta has facilitated social cohesion among
the masses religiously, economically, educationally and politically.
(2) The Black church in Atlanta has increased connunity awareness of
political issues facing tham such as race relatiao:is.
(3) The Black church in Atlanta has played and important role in
political canpadgns, and endorsing candidates running for office, and in
supporting political appointments to pvblic positions.
(4) nie Black church in Atlanta has actively provided leadership for
mobilization toward dononstrations in the transition toward social and
political change.
Review of the Literature and Conceptual framework
At different points in history, the influence of Black religion on
politics has been evident. Although the history of free and legal
practice of religion by Blacks is often fragpnented and contradictory, it
is well docunented that the push for social equality, for instance,
represents a struggle strongly backed by the Black church.
The Black church as a social institution provided members behavior
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regulations even before enancipation and during slavery. !Rus form of
social control evolved into social ccdMsion.^
Ibe Black church has historically served various other purposes in
building the political climte in idii^ it found itself. Frazier (1963)
cites that Black Christianity provided a new basis for social cohesion.
Ihis factor of social ccdiesion developed out of the newly enancipated
social privileges allowed to African Americans. Although the political
reconstruction efforts after slavery did not necessarily emerge from the
institution of the Black church, these efforts, as they affected Blacks,
were invariably linked to the church. This fact points to the cohesion
and stability stimulated by the Black church.
ardth (1983), on the other hand, examines the social crisis of
preaching and the factors that bring about its presence. His discussion
supports the chiirch's leadership role in the socio-political crises of
taking the vital issues of the people out of the congregation and exposing
them through the process of social awareness to the greater ccmiunity it
wishes to serve.
Many writers have used religion to explain social, political and
economic issues. This work follows that tradition.
Weber (1920) for example discussed the influence of religion on
different institutions, such as the economy.
Bacote (1955) provides a penetrating analysis of Georgia's Black
politics from 1880-1908. In these findings he examines types of political
offices held, voter participation, and political boundaries produced by
Blacks in office. In a someidiat different account, Baer (1983) examines
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the Black spiritual movement as a religious response to racism. His
examination clearly supports the idea of the dxurch as source of social
cchesion and as an organized instnxnent of change. This examination also
si^ports the idea of the leadership role of the ohuroh and its
effectiveness in combatting such i^heavals as racism. Similarly, Mays
(1950) offers an evaluation of a gospel of social awakening fd^ein he
denxxistrates the chiurch's influences on solving the problems of the
ccnnunity. Additionally, he examines the positive aspects of Black
religion, vdiich seeks to convey the benefits of all races working
harmonioxosly. May's findings clearly are representative and are
siq>portive of acconmodation and advantages thereof toward solutions of
positive race relations.
Moodson (1921) provides an interesting and comprehensive
history of the Negro church in America. In this analysis it is clear that
most of the historical examinations of the Black church reflect the
institution as providing social cohesion. Another interesting and
analytical account is DuBois* (1903) social history of the American Negro
in urban and rural society. This account reiterates the viability of the
Black church as argued by other scholars on the subject.
Mukenge (1983) conducted a case study of the role of the Black church
in urban America from a history of comnunity cooperatives to race
institutions. Her findings provide many insights into the history of the
transition of the Black church's denominational mobilization as a
religiotis alignment of mass unity to an alignment of class unity. She
discusses urbanization as a factor vdiich produced this transition.
In a different light. Hunter (1940) examines power relations in an
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virban carmunity and focuses on race relations in an examination of the
identifiable infliiences of class antagonism. This analysis clearly gives
insight into the developnent and exercise of power over individuals
directed by the vested interests of those in authority. Dahl (1961)
examines aspects of those who govern in the socio-political arena. He
makes clear that governing comes as a mechanism of vested interest, vduch
is examined in terms of factors of who, vdiat, and why. Such influences in
the socio-political arena are discussed as most important.
Young (1977) examines the historical role of the Black
religious leader as coming under similar circumstances of designated
leadership roles as those leaders who have an impact on social and
political change. In contrast, Roberts (1974) examines a "Black political
theology" as a leadership mechanism. This examination views Black
religiovis influence as having to take the role of theology that reflects
its association in the form of a political-religious doctrine.
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FIGURE 1
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The diagram figures shows three najor areas of influence in the
social, political and economic environment.
Example: The three areas of influence eure:
1. Black Religion Idealogy
2. Black Congregation
3. Black Religious and Social Orgaiuzation
Figure 1. shows the associated features of influence of Black religion
and the Black church. The left side of the diagram shows vdiere the
influence is according to Atlanta's Black religion, congregations and
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religious/social organ!zaticans.
arrows point to the infltience. The right side shows Atlanta
Politics and Atlanta political officials in the governing arenas of city,
county and state in the political sector. The political officials are the
office holders such as mayor, council person, ccnndLssianers and state
representatives.
Research Methods
Information on the influence of the Black church on the politics of
the city of Atlanta was obtained through face-to-face interviews with 22
political, religious and civic leaders. The 22 leaders were chosen on the
basis of their knowledge of the political life of the city of Atlanta.
The Table below shows the organizations from where the leaders were
chosen and the size of the organizations in membership. As can be seen
from the table, the interviewees included political officials,
congregational leaders, and leaders from the various civic organizations.
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Respondents and their Respective body or
Menibership Support Nunnbers (MSN)
MSN Respondents
Black News Agency Publication 100.000 1
Congregational officials 20,000 5
Social Change Organization 1,000 1
Voter Education Organization 5,000 1
Civil Rights Organization 10,000 2
Christian Missionary University 500 1
Black Clergy Organization 8,000 1
Black Fraternal-Order 10,000 1
Political Officials 100,000 6
Volunteer Service Official 3,000 1
Christian Associations 2,000 2
fPetal N+22
The 22 interviewees were asked questions tdiich were intended to reveal
their perceptions of the role of the Black church in the politics of
Atlanta. Such questions included:
(1) Nhat are the social and institutional processes that influence power
relations in the socio-political arena ?
(2) How are these processes carried out ?
(3) Nhat are the religious and or political policies and prognsns
affecting connunity life ?
(4) How are power relations exercised ?
(5) Who are the power brokers of leadership ?
As stated above, what these questions have in comnon is that they
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enable us to observe the perceptions of the interviewees on the influence
of the Black church on the politics of Atlanta on such natters as power
brokerage, political endorsements aiKi elections.
In addition, several political isstas tdiich the city of Atlanta has
grappled over the years have been analyzed to show the role the Black
church has played in their resolution. However, because of the nanner in
vdiich the infonration was dt>tained and the study was conducted, the writer
acknowledges the exploratory nature of this work. Cn the other hand, the
writer contends that this allows for a better understanding of the
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nie history of religion as examined by many scholars has fadled to
initiate a basic orientation towards \nderstanding all of the descendants
of Africans in the Americas. The scientific comrunity has largely
overlooked the significance of the cultural experiences of the African
Americans and their religious nenifestations. For example, most
scholarship has failed to recognize the verified presence of a supreme
monistic entity as an item of faith in African religion.^
Many scientific orientatioons define themselves within the perspective
of a defined disciplines. Nevertheless they must meet more general
standards of validity in order to be accepted by the scientific conmunity.
The most central issue for the thmst of my analysis has been: What are
the factors which have led Black religion to be so closely related to the
political arena? The history of black religious movements in American is
bound to several factors. One involves the institutional development that
facilitated social cohesion. Others include the polarizations idiich
developed as organized strategies that moiifested themselves in
manipulation and segregated control.
There have been several historical accounts that point to claims that
social cohesion among African Americans came as an extension of the role
and influences of the Christian religion.^ The initial ej^osure to
religion arose with extensive contact with the missionary movement and the
several different denominational persuasions in the campaign movements for
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nass revival religion. One svtch movement in North /Imerica was known as
the "Great Awakening” of the 16th century began in Eurgpe and
eventually spread into the Americas.^
Various assesanents of the history of the roles of religion in the
United States as experienced by African Americans have been presented.
The roles range from the saving of souls to helpixig to reestablishing
social institutions after emancipation. A most cnicial aspect in history
is the legacy of the introduction of religion on the plantations, an
introduction ^ch in large part came as an extension of the Puritan
missionary settlers' efforts to expose Christianity to Black African
slaves.^
The Puritan ccmrunity produced patriots, planters, preachers and
industrious slaves, clinging with tenacity to a fragile African heritage
that bears its influence throughout the e:^>eriences of slavery. These
influences produced several conmodities from rice to cotton that
flovurished in the plantation culture.
One interesting point in the introduction of religion to plantation
life was that of Liberty County, Georgia in the coastal region of the Sea
Islands. Georgia and South Caurolina were able to iradntain inportant links
with their African heritage. Many aspects of their tradition, voodoo and
the "Geechee" or "Gullah" dialect, point to the isolation of Blacks in
Liberty County and to the tenacity of their fragile legacy.^
Generalizations that slave life wiped out all elements of African
culture are countered by the scholarly conc^t of "surviving Africanisms."
The survival of Africanisns to very recent times is
apparent in practically every work detail with the region,
and this ccnment is the more impressive becaxise the
writers in most cases were entirely innocent either of
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concern with correspondence or of knowledge of African
life/
'Rie role of traditional African heritage in African Annerican culture
still remains a question for study. But the arguments that it is
significant is considerably strengthened by the legacy of tribal customs
varying from Spiritualism to Anindsm and very nuch, by the ritualistic
expression of emotionalism and by spiritual voodoo. Ihese factors in and
of themselves represent a transitional legacy of Africans and their
cultiire. Historical details of the West-African extraction of slaves show
that these populations were very much under a formally irtstituticnalized
system of belief. In the long history of the conquest of Black Africa the
ideologies of both Christianity ai^ Islam have had major influence on both
the conquerors and the conquered. But against these influences other
traditional religions helped to sustain the Africans and their
civilizations, in some ways even into the present.
"...despite all the segmentation of endless in¬
vasions from the North, South, East and West, there
were Black nations that kept up the resistance of
five thousand years ri^t down into the 20th
century."'
The relationship between Christianity and the bediavior of slaves in
the United States is disputable. After a period in vdiich authorities
forbade the teaching of Christianity to African slaves, the initiation of
slaves to this religion became a mechanism to make Africans "better"
slaves. It was not until the ei;diteenth century trith the Baptist and
Methodist appeal for the civil and religious freedoms for slaves that
l^rican slaves experienced fornal religion in America as a personal and
emotionally conmitted choice, rather than a forced practice. This
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cotmitment is reflected in the 1773-1775 development of the Black Baptist
church vdiich adopted the existing denaninaticnal theology as its doctrine.
Discourse by proponents of the abolition of slavery in America led to
the development of an abolitionist order. These pioneering efforts in the
quest for the liberation of Blacks eventually expanded to more general
quests for ultimate religious redemption of all mankind. Althou;^ the
quests had similar goals, they proceeded from different distinct
theological orientations - different concepts of God, Man, eschatology,
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liberation, providence, evil, and other theological motifs.”
The early abolitionist crusades of David Walker, Nathaniel Paul, and
Richard Allen involved belief in a God who is dynamic in the affairs of
mankind. The abolitionists understood the religious significance of a
protest against the institution of slavery, and believed that God's
involvement was manifested in the biblical pronouncements of the role of
slavery as a curse through predestination. The theological contributions
of liberated activism by leaders such as these were manifested as efforts
toward physical and spiritual transformation.^
The Nat Turner rebellion of 1831 confirmed slave holder's fears that
the Black preacher was a serious threat to the slave system. There were
Several laws in particular regions were created to prcMbit slaves from
preaching. Turner's feelings of special purpose were interpreted by
himself and his fellow slaves as a messianic nature and a call by God to
lead his people out of the bondage of slavery and oppression.^*’ Many other
Black ministers have professed the same or similar God ordained calling to
leadership.
As Black religion developed in the North with Black opposition to
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segregation in the churches, Richard Allen realized that it was time to
establish an independent Black church. This experience gave rise to the
beginning of the African Methodist Episcopal Church that developed out of
the Methodist society of free Africans that met in Kiiladelphia in 1816
and elected Allen its first bishop. Although the dissention with the
Methodist Episcopal establishnent produced the A.M.E. charter, worshipping
by Blacks in segregated settings was present throughout the period front
1794 to 1816.^^ The African Protestant E^tiscppal Chxirch, the African
Masonic Hall, African Presbyterian Church and the Colored Methodist
Episcopal Church all developed out of similar circurrstances of racial
oppression.
The nineteenth century history of black abolitionists is dominated by
"abolition's new breed" from 1815 to 1879, that is, even after the legal
end of slavery. These leaders were noted for their learning, but also for
their wide appeal and capacity to assenble gatherings of great size, of
diverse sponsorship, and of diverse audience, mixing the well-to-do and
literate with the poor and unschooled. The most conpelling appeal, which
continued after emancipation, was for colonization, that is, the effort to
transport free people of color from the United States to the west coast of
Africa.^^
The anti-slavery colonization sentiments were considerably influenced
by the Quaker Society of the north, which was instrunental in creating in
Philadelphia in 1775 the first fomally organized society against
slavery.The opponents of slavery in America drqpped the title
'abolitionists' to foster cooperation with the moderates and reformers.
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This atternpt at brotherly reconciliation found itself progressively
weakened in a period in which sectional hostilities were sharpening over
the conflicts leading to the debate over the Missouri Ccnprcndse of 1820.
As the antislavery societies became more concentrated in one section of
the country, the nunerous similar societies in the South disappeared in
less than a decade after 1820.
In part it was due to a docunent ^diich was issiied from Boston,
followed by an act vduch took place in South Hampton County,
Virginia, both of vduch alarmed and angered the Southerners,
causing them to close ranlcs. This disturbance bore a..lengthy
title generally shortened to David Walker's Appeal.
This widely disseminated pamphlet led several states to enact
laws against incendiary piiblication about abolitionist campaigns in the
slave holding states. The excitement generated by David Walker’s Appeal
proved to be a trautatic experience for the south, producing the
insurrectionist "tidewater" of the Nat Turner revolts.
Hostility to Turner's rebellion. Walker's pamphlet, and the
appearances of the new breed of abolitionists did not completely crush
anti-slavery sentiment in the South.The new abolitionist movement
recruited both Blacks and Whites. William Lloyd Garrison, known for his
works on abolition, published "The Genius of Universal Ehiancipation" and
the "Liberator" encouraging anti-slavery revolt. This widely travelled
speaker devoted his life to service with the movement, although he took an
opposing stance on the colonization issue. Negroes and Whites alike took
note of Garrison's political and rhetorical tactics and gratefxilly adopted
many of them.^®
The abolitionist had other great deeds toward the emancipation of the
African slave. Some of the missionary colony projects proved very
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successful as the first religiously organized iirmigratian went back to the
West-African Missionary Society's colonies in Africa. So many leaders
were lost through colonization that this is one of the factors by tdiich
historians account for the weakened organizations vdiich struggled for
social axid political liberation of Black people in the United States after
the Civil War.
During reconstruction significantly larger n\annbers of Blacks ascended
to political heights. Even though the reconstruction era offered Blacks
a more inclusive role in the American political governing process, their
fedlure to understand fully the pattern of labor exploitation limited
their political agenda. The rigid institutional structure of slavery and
the psychological remants of this system again defined new economic
stratifications. The notion of caste and labor based on race became an
extension of the capitalist order in America.
However, unlike the institution of slavery, which had the
support of the law, the caste system, to a great extent, was
forced to rely vipon extra-legal methods to continue the
exploitation of the Negro.*'
The period of reconstruction and disenfranchisement in the socio¬
political activities of the nation produced a new Black social
consciousness regarding econcndc status. Tliis new consciousness was
expressed in the pulpit and the press. With the legacy of tl»
abolitionist remaining in the rank and file of the people, this voice was
a major reason for concern to fdiite Americans, especially in the newly
developing business affairs.
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The major reason for the establishment of new Black viewpoints about
Negro and White relationships was that church goers believed that "Jim
Crow" practices were a public issue. Negroes became sharply critical of
race relations. In tl^ early abolitionist speeches of Frederick Douglas,
he contended that the fdiite churches of the land were among the chief
oppressors of the colored man. Several other figures made similar
pronouncements on the slavery issue, notably that the church had departed
from God and the Bible. This situation, in iduch Black leaders spoke out
against the prevailing patterns, led to instances of progress in vhich the
church broke new ground in race relations.^®
This new criticizing acted as a motive for spreading the gospel
through Negro Newspapers such as "Freeman's Advocate", "Freedom Journal"
and Frederick Doiiglas's "North Star".
In the period which followed, with the onset of vurbanization, the
IQ
church remained an inportant agency of social morality among Negroes. The
Church as leadership mechanism provided most aspect of organized social
life under the dominant leadership of the Negro preacher. The Black
Church's leadership increased with the development of Black civil rights
organizations, they continued strengths of the abolitionist tradition.
Two such organizations were the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (founded as the Niagara Movement of 1909) and the
National Urban League (foimded in 1910).
For example during the proceeding period of abolition, missionary
colonization and the evolutionary development of the liberation struggle,
the Black church was instnxnental through its denominational leadership.
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They created Christian educational institutions, economLc cooperatives
(cornnerce and banking) and new theological orientations of race as Jijdeo-
christian movements of Pan-Africanism. These religious activities
continued to form a variety of organizations.
The organization of efforts of Black Annericans in this period
introduced aspects of social and religious activity. Ibis included the
founding of the first Black Greek Letter Organization, Alpha Phi Alpha
(founded in 1906) to the American Negro Business League of the 1900's,
the National Afro American Council in 1903, and the National Association
of Teachers in 1903. These were a few of the many organizations that
developed out of the urbanization trends of the Negro in the urban
American society. With the precepts of religion directing the activities
of the civil rights movement, the movement in effect inherited the skills
and orgaxuzational (rather than political) means of the reconstruction and
earlier periods. This ushered in a new era of restored Black power, and
restored interest in pan-African definition of problems and solutions.
The Black church therefore faced the dilemra of responding to the new
forms of Black power, and deciding tdiat significance these initiatives
would have for Black religious life. One respcxise from a segment of the
Black religious comrunity was the rise of a Black theology with
affirmation of self-determination guided by a Christian gospel of
liberation.
A new dilemiB was the Black cdxurch's response to the Black Power and
whether this response was significant political reality in Black religious
life. The rise of Black theology and the affirmation of self-
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determination were ccmnunity directed by a Christian gospel of liberation.
The Black Church and its Sects were more than secularized
denominations; they were the organized campaigns of class mobility. The
Sects and Cults proved more successful than the denominations by adopting
a Black nationalist approach tdiich produced industrious leaders such as
Marcus Garvey, Father Divine, and "Daddy” Charles Bnntnanuel Grace. These
leaders offered theological and moral programs of redemption which
included salvation from oppressive conditions. Moreover all these cults
retained the traditional bases of Negro worship social cohesion and
Christian theology. Through this tradition they manifested the ability to
structure organizations which successfully asserted their need, ais a
people for a movement of social and economic separation.
Historically, the Black Church as a formal institution has be«i a
power relations body that has participated in defining and inflviencing the
socio-political arena. As an institution in and of itself, it has
politicized the people through a gospel of social awcdcening. It
historically has defined and developed programs that have provided a sense
of identity and self assertion. Religion has also defined political
policies and programs of vital importance vhich affect cormunity life,
including demands directed at enhancing the opportunities for social
equality in America.
Modem day Black religion and the establishment of its various
affiliate groups and organizations influence other institutions. For
example, religious leaders have been the power brokers of those having
vested interests in Black people as participants in American society.
This kind of brokered leadership has come under question as to idiether it
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responsibly represents the entire Black ccmunity.
The historical significance of the role of Black religion as a power
relations mechanism is seen through an examination of its role in social
change. These roles in social change can in tiim be st\xlied through the
various political processes that have infl\;^ced and have defined the
positive and negative influences of power relations in the socio-political
arena. For example, the church leader as a political activist, has often
resolved various ccnrnunity issues. Similarity, the nassive voter
registration campaigns and messages of spiritual hope have produced part
of the socio-political reality in which the preacher politician emerges
and operates.
As we have explored some of the orientations of Black religion, we
have found that the role of the Black minister historically has been
central to theological orientations of its activities. The notion of
liberation theology is not just the newly fashioned style of religious
protest. In the development of the Black theology dissention has
naturally produced varied interpretations of doctrine and definitions of
issues. But the cause of 'race consciousness' or 'race ethos' has
remained a vital instrument for campaigns of unification, vdiich in turn
arise from an ancestral African role of religion in promoting social
51
cohesion.
Blacfc Religion; A Social institution
The Black church arose as a social institution providing a new basis
of social cohesion and creating solidarity among a people who were
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experiencing a newly structured social life.^^ According to one
contention, the dawn of a new day in religious develppinent of Negroes
occurred when the Methodists and Baptists began proselytizing the Blacks/
The imitation of the broader society's faith systan produced identifiable
outcomes. The Negro Church and the pattern of religious activities
adhered closely to traditional American patterns. The more inclusive
roles in the non-orthodox tendencies toward emotionalism provided a
catalyst for increasingly class-sophisticated trends. In other respects
the Negro Church tended to be similar to lower class vhite protestant
churches. But the Negro has made particular innovations in theology and
in the general character of the church service.'
In many systematic analysis of Black religion, it has been suggested
that:
The Ch\arch has been, and continues to be, the social institution in
the Negro comunity. It has a far wider fmction that to brings
spiritual inspiration to its ccnnunicants. Among rural Negroes the
church is still the only institution which provides an effective
organization of the group, an approved and tolerated place for social
activities, a fortm for expression on many issues, an outlet for
emotional repression, and a plan for social living. It is a connplete
institution meeting a wide variety of needs.
. ... It is a social center; it is a club; it is an arena for the
exercise of one's capabilities and power, a world in vdiich one may
achieve self realization and preferment. Of course, a church
means something of the same sort to all groups; but with the Negro
all those attributes are magnified because of the fact that they
are so curtailed for him in the world at large. Aside from
spiritual benefits derived, going to church means being dressed
in one's best clothes, forgetting for the time about work, having
the chance to acquit oneself with credit before one's fellows, and
having the opportunity of meeting, talking, and laughing with
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friends emd of casting and appraising an approving eye t^on the
opposite sex. Going to church is an outlet for the Negro
religious emotion; but not the least reason why he is willing to
sv?>port them is because he has not yet, and will not have until
there is greater economic and intellectual developnnmt and s^ial
organization, any other agencies that can fill their place.“
The Black chiurch as a segregated institution in fact is a
manifestation of the general racial climate that permeates the society
which bears the scars of slavery. This sitxjation of segregation
astonishingly is a vertical isolation of the caste system and has
significant rermants of social class. Moreover opposition to segregation
poses a moral dilenma for the Christian faith, which has had reinforcement
doctrines favoring racial servitude ever since its earliest writings. The
rationalization of the gospel of brotherly love made possible the
redemptive morality of the "Great Awakening" of the 16th centiary. The
Black church is the oldest Negro organization in existence in Jtenerican and
by its very natiare heis gained a certain consolidation of power. The
church and its ministers provide for an ideological cohesion, not only in
religioios matters, but also in the conmon race interest. Hie Negro church
is undoubtedly a power institution. However, viewed as an instrufnent of
collective action in inproving African Americaxis' position in the society,
it is still limited and has been relatively inefficiently slow and
moreover uninfluential outside America.
Black religion as a social institution has tended to serve the
personal emotional aspirations diaracteristic of the congregation in each
given denomination. As a result of social development, the religious
instruction that initially started with indoctrination to Christianity
blossomed into general instructional education. The church and
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educational development reflect the influence of the churches’ mutual aid
association. In fact, these associations were the primary method of
transnitting the religioiis ideas and practices of an alien culture to the
Negro. Free Negroes were the first to acquire siq>port for schools among
northern white missionaries. They conceived and established Negro
colleges in the south working with the Freedmen's Bureau created by an act
of Congress. The initial education of Negroes was linked to the precepts
of the times. With the support of Northern chiarches and philanthropists,
newly built schools were maintained by the various denominations that
established them.'
The work of the Negro preacher in the establishment of schools was
very inportant in the organizational development and funding of schools.
These initiatives were characteristics of leadership culminating out of
the conmunity organization it wished to serve.
The need to build institutions of higher education was due
primarily to their need for an educated ministry. The masses
of the Negroes were still inpressed by ignorant and illiterate
ministers who often boasted that they had not been corrupted
by wicked secular learning... The Negro church denonination
have never attained a high level of education institutions.
Ibey have generally nurtured a narrow religious outlook and
have restricted the intellectual development of Negroes even
more than the schools established for Negroes by idiite
missionaries. This has been due only partly to a lack of
financial resources, it hardly needs to be emphasized that
there was no intellectual tradition among Negroes to sustain
colleges and universities. The attendance of Negro students
at private colleges has reflected social stratification of the
Negro comnunity . The children of the upper class in the Negro
ccmnunity have generally attended the schools established by
the Congregatioral church and the better type of schools
supported by dute Methodists and Baptists for Negroes.
Nevertheless, the Negro church has affected the entire
intellectual development and outlook of Negroes. This has
been both to the influence of the Negro preacher whose
authoritarian personality and anti-intellectual ism has cast a
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shadow over the intellectual outlook of Negroes. 27
Black Relioicin: A Politieal institution
early Negro abolitionist canc>aigns featured the elevation of the
free Negro. The use of political "power getting", the ballot, and putting
it to the proper use constituted a large part of the work of the
abolitionists. As stated by Quarles,
Political power is a mighty anti-slavery machine. We
hold that all true abolitionists should go to the polls and
vote. ...the right to vote never loomed so large to Negroes
in the two decades before the Civil War. Through political
action slavery might be rooted out equal justice brought into
play. A Negro electorate could give needed si.5)port to anti¬
slavery men and measures in Congress."
... Many white abolitionists shared the common belief that
political equality would lead inevitably to social equality,
something for which they were note ready."
The free Negro faced many legal barriers. By 1860 equal stiff rage
existed only in certadn regions. In the remaining regions Negroes were
outright barred from polls or they faced property requirements or
inheritance clauses known as the "Grandfather Clause". In many regions
the political disfranchisement of Blacks became a special problem for the
Negro. An electorate class that opposed his/her advancement politicized
this through the various offices which brought racist sentiments into
political power. Ilie greater participation in political life proved
unproductive in the general society at large. With institutional
barriers for the Negro, such as the property provisions to vote, came the
strategy for the emergence of the Liberated Party in 1840. It was
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inevitable that the equal suffrage issue would cone before the
constitutional convention of 1846,^® which lost heavily in a lop-sided
tally of votes. The Negro vote was concentrated in the Whiggish or
Liberty party and hence Negroes could hardly expect Democrats to vote for
any measure that could give them political strength. These patterns
remained up to the post-war period creating even more strategies through
the develppment of various suffrage associations. The Negro Abolitionists
in their struggle for himan freedom embraced the rights of women.
Carnpaign after campaign voiced its svpport against anti-Negro suffrage
along with si^port of new parties. One such party was the Radical
Abolition Party organized in June 1855. Despite these new campaigns, the
masses of Negro voters made no effort to join the party.
Negroes began to support the Republican Party.^ The Republican Party
looked less drab to the Negro and was the only alternative to the
Democratic Party. Either way, wide discrimination and its sustaining base
of slavery still exerted a formidable influence for the denial of
universal suffrage. Although the abolitionist movement garnered some
political gains, it had limitations. It was not until the fifteenth
amendment in 1870 that Blacks acquired the constitutional guarantee of
suffrage rights. But even the law itself, particularly this new law,
often turned out to be less binding than the continuing social and
economic pressures.
The political events during reconstruction produced a new balance of
power around 1880. The Negro vote and the rise of the R^ublican party
became xxnited forces in the movements for political gains for the Negro.
Most of these activities in support of racial justice began to weaken and
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decline wh^ the Reptiblican Party initiated the drafting of platforms of
issvies. Diverse issues divided regions and disunified populist groves
made it too difficult to retain the Party's ccnmitment to support Blacks.
The new populist activities created powerful factions; issues of race
ccnpeted with issues of class. The growth of disenfranchisement sentiments
was so strong that disenfranchisement inminent becomes disenfranchisement
complete.During reconstruction, many preachers became active in all
aspects of politics. Ministers who became political leaders in the Black
ccnmunity were Republicans and shared the conservative political
philosophy of that party. This was short-lived due to the reestablishment
of white sipremacy in the South. Many Negro preachers in politics became
heads of Negro schools. Thus the struggle for political office was
expanded into a wider arena, and in the struggle for all forms of social
and economic power the Negro minister assumed a dominant role. Ministers
ruled their followers in an arbitrary manner. Dencminational leaders
exercised the mentality of czars, rewarding and punishing their
subordinates on the basis of loyalties.
The church was not only an arena of
political life for Negro leaders, it
had political meaning for the
masses.
Indeed, the Church had broader meaning, it operated as "family
churches" in the rural areas and represented an institution of social
activity. For the Negro masses, it supported their social and moral
isolation in American society. As a historical reality, the Negro church
has been a "nation within a nation". It has provided a structured life in
which the Negro found refuge in a hostile vdiite world. Facing the ominous
legacy of discrimination, the Negro found escape from its experiences.
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With ccjntinual trends of Negro migration to cities, new problems relating
to segregation and perceived inferiority had to be resolved. Many of the
new experiences destroyed the social organization created by the Church.
This resulted in the transformation of Negro churches and changed the
religious behavior of Negroes. This point in history by some accounts was
the most detrimental change in the traditional experiences of the
religious life of the Negro. As a consequence of the new segregation and
discrimination, there was an acceleration of occvqpational differentiation
of the Negro population in Northern cities. A new system of social
stratification or socio-economic classes came into existence.
This change in status caused the Negro chiarch to adapt itself to new
religious outlooks. Affiliation to various denominations baised on class
privileges and sophistication produced the change that has been described
as secularization. These new trends towards secularizing included a range
in the religious way of life from emphasis on morality to emphasis on
social mobility.
The political activity of the North was strikingly different. The
internal politics of the South distinctively influenced the activities of
the federal government. The South had only one political party, the
Democratic Party. Many Blacks s\;pported the Republican Party up to the
New Deal Era of President Franklin Roosevelt, after fdiich Northern Blacks
began to widely svpport the Democratic Party. Most of the support was
based on personalities rather than issues, nie Democratic Party continued
to hold unchallenged power over the South. This party was not a genuine
single political unit; its political process was a very decentralized
process. Compared to the North, a smaller proportion of the population
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participated in the initial election process of the South. Most of the
voting was carried on with corruption and disrespect for the law. By
various devices, the Negro rertained disenfranchised in the South.
The Negro influence and participation in party affiliations were
seized xipon as a motive for promoting anti-Negro sentiments and
activities. To recognize any Negro inflvience or claim to equality was to
support the reprehensible idea of "balance of power' in southern politics.
This is xdiy the disenfranchising of the Negro by means of voting
qualification has had considerable influence in the election process.
Some Blacks were permitted to vote because they were:
...good (a reward for obedience to
the caste rule) because an
influential vdiite groiq> needed their
votes, because so few Negroes voted
that it is not worth the effort [to
oppose them: a lack of clear and
present danger to the principle of
caste]..., or becax:>se a few Negro
votes are handy to refute the
accusation of unconstitutionality.^'
There were many state laws establishing voting qualifications which
resulted from caste-like principles explicitly restricting the right to
vote based on "race or color" (from the grandfather clause to the most
efficient device of the "white primary" system vdiich prohibited Negroes
from participating in the state-wide electoral process). A most notorious
device that kept Negroes from voting was a poll tax. Given the socio¬
economic status of most Blacks, the attainnent of property and the
attainment of education were advantages that the masses did not have.
The political activity of the Negro remained significantly
concentrated in the political machines of the caste system. Those Negroes
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whose economic statvjs enabled them to vote in significant nimbers had no
all-Negro political movements. Disproportiooiate miribers of Negroes were
politically ignorant and poverty stricken in the North and South. The
Black political leadership was not unified because of rivalries between
Black leaders vrtio were genuinely concerned for the race and those who
sought political prosperity exclusively for themselves.
The existing political party system provided limited benefits to the
Negro. The need to develop political power to service the needs in so
many constituencies made vMtes appoint token Blacks in many of these
aresis for political motives. Because voting was a principal creed of the
American democratic system, the federal courts had been the traditional
guardians of the Negro's rights. This was because continioal anti-Negro
attitudes in the different legislatures were hindered by filibustering.
The Negro political bargaining power along with their right to vote
remained cormon interests among many Negro grox^JS.
This history of the relationship between the Black church and
political institutions suggests several fundamental problems. The Black
comrunity is stratified into social classes leading to diverse political
issues, interests and ideals. Ihe bidding for the Negroe's vote as a
collective bargaining process has more or less lacked the political
possibilities that could be utilized to alleviate the socio-political
problems facing their comnunities. Political strength as a factor of
political organization depends upon the local Negro political blocs in the
several ccmrunities forming its basis. Ihe social conscience of the Negro
must arise out of a radical propaganda that is necessary to revolutionary
change. Negroes as a grorp will then be in strong favor of a political
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party which stands for social reform and civic equality.
... If this realignment of the
American party system should emerge,
many Negro politicians would be
released from the dilenma of double
loyalty to the party and to the
grovq). This would remove to a
certain extent one of the fundamental
causes of political cynicism and
corruption among Negro politicians...
The causes of inccmpetency.. and
corn:q>tion are many and varied.^®
The Negro politician is clearly faced with conflicting loyalties to
race and class. His very presence in office not only represents the will
of a party dominated by whites but by the class opportxmities of patronage
and control. And to reiterate Myrdal's point, realities of Black
political life reflect clearly the society at large, including the
influences of incompetency and corirption that remain many and varied.
Black Reliction; An Economic Instituticn
The religion of the new middle class as defined by Frazier has been
that of social class.’’ The economic base and social heritage of middle
class Blacks differentiated them from the masses of the Negro population.
The new aristocratic elite developed in light of social status and
preeminence based ipon vdiite ancestry. Ihese families and their behavior
were molded after the genteel tradition of the old south. Such actions
produced conscious and mccnscious notions of an escape from the lowly
status of "Negro". These notions extended to church organizations. The
"Colored Methodist Episcopal Church" for example became the "Christian
Methodist Church."^® There have also been attempts to take "Africa" out
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of specific names and substitute the word "American". There was a revolt
on the part of the masses idio denended that the 'African* be retained in
the name of the "African Methodist ^iscopal Church." Hie Negro middle
class has had ambivalent attitudes towards their identification as
Negroes. This fact proved to be very crucial in the Garvey movement of
the 1920's. Althouigh the middle class maintained its affiliations with
the various churches, the church was no longer the center of social life
as it Weis for the lower class. Those constituting the new middle class
became members of professional and business associations and Greek letter
organizations. The striving for status outside the church made it
necessary to leave certain denominations (e.g., Baptist and Methodist) for
ones with more affluent memberships (e.g. Presbyterian and Episcopal).
The search for status and a means to escape from a frustrated existence is
especially marked among the middle class Negroes who cannot find a
satisfactory life within the traditional Negro church organizations.*^
However the traditional Negro church organizations were also conmitted
to the search for improving the living conditions of their members. There
were (and remain) several types of traditional churches, but all were
committed to social change through the development of an independent
economic base. And the church's economic structure was characteristically
controlled by the preacher. There existed some Black churches of great
wealth and power.
The Negro preacher in the Northern city has
striven to build xxp large churches which are a
measure of status and influence,not to mention
his control of economic resources... They have
established systems of book-keeping and something
approaching an impersonal bureaucratic
organization.*^
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Another tradition is the "storefront churches" vrtiich also arose from
the trend toward urbanization, and were located in the poorer deteriorated
areas of the Negro ccnnunities.
They often owe their existence to the initiative
on the part of the "Jack-Leg" preacher, that is,
a semiliterate or an meducated preacher, who
gathers about him poorer Nesroes who seek a
religious leader in the city/^
These chiirches provided for spiritual incantations and prayer that
served a range of functicais. They were organized by "preachers," of whom
many were exploiters and charlatans. Such charlatans also nust offer
economic and social support to their congregation, even while they in fact
consume the resources they are amassing.
More conscientious preachers build the spiritual and holiness cults
which sometimes achieve significant size and success in inproving the lot
of their followers.
The spiritual cult was differentiated from the
Holiness cult by the fact that the former was not
opposed to card playing, dancing or sporting
life. It was rvmored that it might give advice
in playing the illicit lottery game known as
policy or the numbers.'^
With or without such inconsistencies as permitting gambling, the
strict moral codes are a central and necessary factor in developing the
organized capital activity that has been closely associated with \irban
black religion. The moral code limits the opportunities for wasting
efforts and financial resources and encourages the members to put these
both at the disposal of the chinrch.
The cult phencmencn had great success during the period of the Great
Depression. Stniggles for the ccntrol of the Negro masses of the North
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ensued. There were several contenders vdio had massive financial resources
as well as charismatic appeal. A few such contenders were Elder
Lightfoot, Solomon Michaux, Mother Rose Artimus Home, and Charles
ESmmanuel Grace (better known as Daddy Grace). One of the most widely
known of the holiness cults was the Father Divine Peach Mission Movement.*^
Many of the activities of these preachers were linked to claims of
direct contacts with sources of wisdom.
The development of spiritual cults represented something new in the
religious life of Negroes, namely an erphasis on redefining the identity
of the believers. A claissification of the different types of cults might
include gro\.^s entrenched in faith healing, transcendental meditation, and
astrology. The secular elements here were adaptable becavise the new
identity was a complete new identity, which included all aspects of one's
life style, secular and sacred.
In the period of emerging cults, the role of leadership remained the
vital core in the institutional development of Black religion. But a
crucial new identity was also created for the leader of the cults. With
the rise of the cults came the rise of the Prophet, the self-educated man
who has travelled over the world, and makes personal pronouncements
interpreting the Bible, establishing his own identity as a Black Jew, and
conferring on his followers a new identity as Black Jews. This new
identification with the Bible refers to the history of Hebrew prophets ip
to the present as authority to give the Negroes a basis for their claims
and to provide them with a sense of origin.
There are two especially informative examples of the influence of the
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new identity vrfiich cults could provide, flie developrvent of the Moorish
Science Temple of America cult represented a more radical departure from
the traditional religion of the Negro. This new religious appeal had the
character of a nationalistic religion. Its founder was Timothy Drew, who
had come into contact with oriental philosqphy.
Ihe frmts of research have been
compressed into the Holy Koran of the
Moorish Temple of Science, tdiich is
not to be ccaifused with orthodox
Mohanmedan Koran. Moreover, he
became obsessed with the idea that
Negroes could find salvation by
discovering their national origin
and henceforth to cease to be called
Negroes, black folk, colored people,
or Ethiopians and call themselves
Asiatic or speci^cally Moors or
Moorish Americans.^'
The second example demxsnstrates that the Negro church has been a
powerful device for the accentuation of group consciousness. The Garvey
movement, a classic case of a successful movement, employed most of the
formal and functional characteristics of cults and was based essentially
on race-conscioiisness. Focusing on race consciousness, Garvey built the
most successful Pan African organization in the history of the Negro race.
"One God! One Aim! One Destiny!" It has been suggested that the Garvey
movement represented a disenchantment with Christian religion.
Garvey obviously was about the
business of building a Black nation.
And as such he was a firm believer in
the primacy of race over other
considerations making for cohesion.^'
Thus we see that an economdc role has been a permanent feature of the
Black church. It has also been suggested that the most characteristic
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feature of religion is that it reflects social change while remaining
essentially unchanged itself. Black religion today is in essence a
contemporary expression of a settled and traditional faith. Black
leadership has historically faced a permanent dilenma in the united
efforts to improve the status of the Black masses. The contention is true
that Blacks have organized efforts to improve their condition; this has
been especially prevalent in the lower classes of Blacks. Most studies
have failed to distinguish itass from cleiss in accounting for the successes
of social unity. In fact most such successful efforts have been
concentrated in the lower classes. The element of class is astonishingly
manifest in the achievements which were closely associated with the
traditional Black religion. The Black church as an element of social
change represents the aspirations of a people whose determination to
liberate themselves provides the order and meaning in their lives.
Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to give a historical background,
generally, of the role of the Black church in secular activities in
America. In this chapter, we have shown how the Black church has been
considered a social institution, a political institution and an economic
institution.
The focus of this study remains the perceptions of 22 leaders of the
influence of the Black church in the politics of the city of Atlanta, a
discussion to which we now turn in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER III
In the preceding chapter we have offered a historical overview of the
role of black religion in promoting social change. We have argued that
for black people religion has played a clearly defined role in successful
movements for social change. This general observation has specific
application for an investigation of the influence of black religion on the
politics of Atlanta, Georgia. This study now turns to the role of black
religion in its recent and conterporary Atlanta setting (from aJaout 1928
to 1985). The focus addresses "Black Political Theology," the patterns of
leadership, processes, and policies through iduch moral-religious
initiatives create a political power in accord with an agenda. The
Atlanta processes of voter registration and the Atlanta policies of
reapportionment at one point in time will be cited as exartples.
The history of Black religion in Atlanta is closely aligned with
Auburn Avenue as the hub of the Black conrnunity until well after World War
II. This hub has been the site of several civic, religious and business
activities which have been preeminent in the black corannunity. The
pxiblisher of Atlanta's oldest black daily news agency in an interview with
the author has stressed this role of Auburn Avenue, since August, 1928,
when his The Atlanta Daily World was started.
The Black church's involvement grew after 1920 out of community
concerns that developed into conrnunity meetings conducted by Black
churches. During this period Black religious fraternal orders influenced
politics through funding of local social and educational programs.
The churches in the area such as Big Bethel, Elbenezer Baptist, and
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Wheatstreet were instrurental in the formation of the Negro Voter League
during the period of 1936 while intensified efforts for voter registration
that followed the second World War. They were also involved in the
opposition to the Democratic party's county unit system of voting designed
to nullify any effects of Black voting to the period of 1947. These
activities were done with the sv5>port of the NRACP Legal Defence Fund. The
church was also involved in efforts to publicize and end the practice of
public lynching. Some efforts reached their first definitive success at
the polls with the 1967 election of a Black man to the City Council.^
In its efforts to cairpaign in behalf of the Black community, the Black
church has often created religious publications. For exartple, as the
official organ of the M. L. King Chuarch of Love, The People's Crusader has
served as such a tool. The People's Crusader has regularly given
considerable coverage to the racial factor in Atlanta elections.^ One
exanple is the article entitled ('White Candidate Defeats All Black
Candidates for 5th District Seat," The People's Crusader vol.l4. No.11,
12 ?^ril, 1985, pages 1 & 4". idiich vigorously criticized the inability of
Black politicians in Atlanta to naintain effective governance, as in the
following passage:
Whites aure the caijtse of the nanipulation of Black
political officials... Black political power is a
farce [due to] the false hopes of integration,
the rise of the bourgeois Blacks siding with
vdiites leaving, the average poor Blacks
unemployed, uneducated and disillxisioned. The
answer is economy. With economics and political
power we pm recapture the dream of freedom andequality.^
The continual criticism of the Black leadership has made many Black
voters increasingly sense a sad ineffectiveness of Black leaders at large.
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During the period of the 80's politically many gains and seme
considerable losses were experienced. The realization of the problem at
hand has not successfully directed resourcefulness. What seems to be
squabbling among Atlanta's top Black leaders has produced declining
support and race loyalty, and produced cries of "Itocle Tondng" as well as
desensitizing conments on racially delicate topics. Race relations
remains a primary issue in the fight for Black equality. The media have
continuously reported on the svjbject, for example The People's Crusader
noted that "Again Atlanta's Black and Poor [are] Being Murdered by Vicious
'Trigger-happy' Police," ^ and "4 Blacks murdered by police in two months,
3 murdered in the past three weeks.
Not only media created by religious organizations, but also secular
media have historically played a significant complementary role in
illvnunating the religious factors influencing Black political activities.
Both the positive and the negative influences of religion on politics are
reflected in the Black press's examination of the dynamics of religion as
a socio-political entity. The phenomenon of the preacher politician is a
specific category acknowledged by Atlanta's citizens and appointed or
elected officials. The most illuninating issues treated in the Black
media are elections and the role of race in administrative policy and
activities. Of these the most critical issue of course is the perceived
ability or inability of the connunity, under the leadership idiich inclvdes
the preacher-politician, to maintain a Black political reality capable of
addressing the needs of the connunity. This is a problem for the race as
a vdiole, but the overall masses of the Negro population face a special
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variety of complicated problems in accotplishing an agenda vdiich reflects
both race and class.
participation of Blacks in the political processes has inevitably
led to speculation on the degree to which all Black politicians can
represent the social and political concerns of Blacks.
One of the most inportant
determinants of Black political
influence in the cities is the
longevity of the presence of Blacks
in policy-making positions.... In
speculating about the success or
failure of Black mayoral
administrations, some social
scientists have focused on the
constraints (i.e. economic decline of
central cities, formal power in
office, and opposition by city
bureaucracies) which might pose
formidable obstacles in the transfer
to rule by Black and effective
1eadership.'
Shanon M. Watson suggests:
A Black mayor may require several
terms in office to change the
directions of major aspects of ideal
government. There is quite a gap
between electing a Black executive in
a city and establishing urban Black
power.'
She continues:
.. .a high nrxnerical concentration of Blacks
remains only potential political power mless
there is heightened political consciousness and group
cohesion.®
With the onset of reapportioranent from the 1970 census, and with the
increased advantages of using the Voting Rights Act of 1965, a vigilant
campaign of voter registration enabled the election of Atlanta's first
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Black nayor, Maynard Jackson for two consecutive terms with a solid bloc
of Black voters. Atlanta also elected its first Black congressman since
recOTistruction. As a result of the Voting Rights Act and the strategy of
the solid bloc vote, both of these elections were made possible by the
activities of organized demonstrations of the Black church one of the
consequences of the political activities of the Black church was the
creation of the Black State, a political carrpaign election pamphlet
disseminated as an endorsement state. This also led to the formation of
the Black State Digest, a comrunity Newsletter circulation of political
A
issues directed at the political consciousness of Black voters.
The unified Black political effort explained earlier exemplified a
crucial problem facing the Black vote in the 1982 Mayor's election. The
challenging second Black candidate came very close to dismantling a
unified Black bloc vote. The to mids 1980's race for the 5th congressional
district faced similar concerns of the second challenging Black candidate.
The Atlanta Voice reported that:
"Fifth District Race crucial for
Blacks." Historically whites have
represented us in most matters. It is
a natter of pride that a Black
legislator is well egtapped to state
our case and plead our cause in
Washington with wide range of local
svpport. In this support are many
Black ministers, the Concerned Black
Clergy who represent a wide spectrum
of the Black community, as well as
other B^^ck professional and business
The Atlanta Voice is but one of the media tools used by the Black
comnunity to define and disseminate issues of race, religion and politics
as a ccxiscious participation in the tradition of the Black press in
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America.
The role of the Black church in the election efforts continues to
serve a Black religious agenda of politics for black people and a Black
consciovis political effort. The following exairple will illustrate this
point.
An Exanple; Elections and Reapportionment
There is no doubt that the issue of race has entered into the election
process of Black mayors, there candidates appeal to constituent loyalties
to boost voter turnout. The incidence of racial appeals, threats,
disrupted meetings and name calling do produce skepticism that the
election can be carried out without disorder, voter fraud, and harassment.
The consequent racial polarization reflects the relative strengths of each
ethnic population to mobilize its political si5>port as a solid bloc.
When several Black candidates enter a given race, the voting bloc
strategy is affected. The Black vote is split, and nmoffs often result.
Black incumbency is threatened, despite the advantage that incvtrbents
ordinarily have. This trend toward division within the Black electorate,
which has grown in the two decades of Black enfranchisement, not only
weakens the advantages of incumbency, it also has serious implications for
the organization of future canpaigns, for example, the need for continual
efforts at registration and mdbilizaticn, and at maintaining the Black
turnout in decision-malcing civic affadrs as well as elections. This is
particularly difficult because, as the elections and issues change, so
will the base of support.
The complexity of the process by which Black elected officials attempt
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to defend the interests of the Black comnunity is demonstrable in the
history of the regional reappointment resulting from the 1980 census, ^e
reapportionment issue in Georgia had a significant irrpact on the
distribution of political power. The constitutional authority of the
legislature to determine districts meant that Blacks had serious interest
in achieving greater representation in the state legislature. The demand
for equality in the size of districts, the continual gerrymandering of
districts for partisan political purposes, the maneuvering and controversy
surrounding re-apportionment, all led to a special session in the Georgia
legislature. The Black caucus developed a plan to achieve a 65 percent
Black congressional district to enhance minority representation. The plan
included as a concession, a heavily white suburban district.
A member of the legislature who is also a scholar of political
science, in describing the process began with the following quotation:
The decKinial stniggle for
controlling political power and
influence is in full swing. The
process of recarving the political
pie, which is called redistricting,
was triggered by the 1980 census on
the Congressional and legislative
levels.^^
In his account of the process Robert Holmes referred to the attacks
vdiich were made on the plan vAiich in essence was finally adopted:
This plan was denounced as a cynical
Black Republican coalition of
'special narrow political interests'
of 'White country club Republicans'
and 'ghetto Black politicians' as
'nefarious' and criticized 'that
grot?)'^ bizarre reapportionmentplsm.
He concluded by referring to Frederick Douglas' famous dictum:
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Constant vigilance and struggle is
essential because «bat Frederick
Douglas said more than one hundred
thirty years ago is just as relevant
today: "Power concedes nothing
without struggle. We nay not get all
that we pay for in life, but we sure
as hell pay for all that we get. If
we ever get free from all the
oppressions and wrongs heaped upon
us, we must pay for its removal. We
must do this by labor^. by suffering,
and by sacrifice..." ^
Similarly, Atlanta achieved through extensive political negotiations
what the U. S. Congress was not able to achieve on a national scale in
1982, that is, an extension of the Voting Rights Act of 1982. The need
for the extension was acknowledged by the measure of inadequate federal
enforcement of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1965, which withholds
federal funds from areas found guilty of discriminatory election
practices, thus shrinking the local tax base and increasing the cost of
municipal government. The federal scrutiny of local policy by town's
leadership provide powerful economic incentives toward racial equality.
Categories of Responses:
Perceptions of Atlanta's Political Leaders. A Sample
In this study an c^>en ended questionnaire was used to collect
information from 22 respondents. The questions focused directly on the
subject of the perceived influences of the Black church on the politics of
Atlanta, Georgia. Interviewees were chosai their coainection to the
institution or their knowledge of Black church in Atlanta 's politics.
The informatioi gathered in the interviews was analyzed to establish
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major categories for the responses regarding the influence of the Black
church on local politics. The twenty-two persons interviewed are
significant political actors in the "Sweet Auburn" ccmnunity. Prom the
various responses it became clear that this primary data sv5>ports the in
concluding that Black religion has had an iirportant impact on politics in
the city of Atlanta, Georgia.
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Figure 2 is a synopsis of llic ciucslions and llic calcgorics of respondents and resjwnses:
FIGURE 2: ” Categories of Response and Respondent
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In many interviews Ulaek religious olTieials did not perceive themselves as a unified group. These
officials expressed heir personal concerns as individuals and as leaders of congregations or institutions.
However it is widely believed by ub.servers that tt)e Black cliurch or Utack retigiun u|>erales as a
unified movement. Many respondents acknowledge their role of support involvement in politics while
others denied involvement as a premise of separation of church and state.
One interviewed church official indicated that;
To intluence political processes the church must organized the social consciousness of
church members, social and political groups as organized mandates to redress ttie social
concerns of community....(by means oO-.-. order registration and voter
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education, ccnnunity, programs ai^ most importantly the
religious and political leaders....“
One interviewed religious leader contends that the psychology of
oppression manifests itself under a system of tyranny and that the
continual struggle to do something about the problems of tl» conmunity
remains the Black leaders' permanent challenge. He goes on to suggest
that it has been the historical role of the Black church to provide this
Black leadership. Another interviewee suggests that the Black Church's
reliance on the Black vote has proved to be an inadequate strategy, since
the voting patterns have not significantly improved the educational and
economic opportunities available to the mass of Black people.
The new complexities faced by Blacks in the 80's are quite different
from those of previous era's. Black voter apathy, poverty and crime are
reasons why the old alliances of voting patterns no longer work at large
elections and racial gerrymanding also dilute Black voter strength.
One Black religious-political official suggests that:
" Campaigns for political office are seen as occcisions
for persons to assume a leadership role by 'standing up
and speaking out' on vital Black issues. One of the
traditional roles of the Black religious leaders is said
to be developing or uniting with 'people's power' to
challenge the power structure of v/kdte supremacy and to
challenge those Blade leaders vho sell-out* by
compromise or patronage. The very phenomenon of the
preacher politician is seen as institutional device for
raising issues of moral legitimacy, that is, for
mounting missions or crusades into the socio-political
arena in ord.er to address concerns of Atlanta's Black
community
The argixnent that svpports this statement reflects the historical
premise of true Black religious leadership. The secondary argument is the
implied challenge of the legitimacy of Black religious leadership.
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Such observations clearly support the secondary argunents for the
positive influence of the Black churches and their leaders. The
respondents perceive the Black church as a specific, identifiable body
among the bodies or institutions vduch hold power and function as
mechanisms for negotiating 'brokered' concerns in the local society as a
idiole.
Furthermore, the respondents identify the church leader politician as
a means by which chvirches carry out their religious mission to influence
society. One such religious political official suggests:
" The agenda of the Black church is to influence
by moral forces, and to address the problems of
Black people. The church leader as a political
official implements these processes through
social change as active demonstration to the
political arena. The public policy concerns of
comnunity life develop legislative enactments.
The continual reality of power relations is an
exercise of strong leadership that has met class
economic benefits of sellout and self
aggrandizement. The power broker of leadership
is clearly the dilemma of the issues by the
masses, that continue to meet manipulation from
the power structure.^'
As Figure 2 suggests that when the results of the guestionncdre are
compiled by type of respondent, certain general consistencies of response
can be noted. The categories of respondent are 'religious officials’
vdiose primary or exclusive professional office is as an official of a
congregation or other church organization; 'political officials' who hold
public office although they may also hold church offices as well; and
finally 'social and other officials' vdiose major professional office is as
leaders of other social or business organizations.
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The ten religious officials responded that institutions, conmunities
and churches influenced power relations through their activities, programs
and projects, and influenced ccrmunity public policy issues through the
political process, that is, through elections and lobbying. They
identified the power brokers of leadership as: politicians,
administrators, ministers and 'ccrmunity persons'.
The category of 'political officials' consisted of six Black Atlanta
politicians. This group responded that the Black church, civil rights
issues and Black elected officials influence power relations through the
processes of organizational activities for election campaigns and for
public policy issues that produce leadership, legislative policy reform,
and finally family development. The task of black public servants is to
represent these issues and processes in negotiation with other power
centers.
The category of "social and all other respondents" consisted of six
officials from agencies and businesses (such as the press). This group
responded that corrmunity issues, voting strength and protest
demonstrations, as well as the general pattern of race relations in the
society, all influence Black political officials as they try to bring
about improvements in education, in race relations and in the formation of
relevant public policy, including the inflvMnces on officers of the
judicial system tdio mediate through jxxiicial relief and review. In
essence they saw the leaders, the power brokers, as political and
religious leaders in the battle to improve race relations.
Thus, althoiigh the responses differ in detadls, all svpport the
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observations that religious leaders play a crucial role in the Black
cormunity's actions and achievements in the political arena.
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Conclvision
Historically, have been the actions fi^ch have produced some
means for political representation of the Black ccnnunity? The civil
equality struggle has been a centuries old quest in America, and has
rested i;^an the fovzndation of Black religion, vdrLch has always facilitated
social cohesion. What have been the social and institutional processes
that have influenced the power relationships of Blacks in the political
arena? The issues of concern have been introduced into the political
arena primarily through protests against unfair institutions, laws,
administrations, and the economics vdiich govern Black life. What have
been the religious and or political policies and programs of vital concern
which most affected conmunity life? They have ranged from strides toward
human eqmlity and roles of economic reciprocity to the error of emulation
- the destructive imitation of mainstream values and behavior. There has
been no concept of black reality transcending indoctrination from the
environment and leading toward innovative problem solving. How are power
relations exercised in American society? They are exercised through
organized vested interests of class economics, in capitalist modes of
stratification and labor exploitation.
Who are the power-brokers \Aio act as public leaders in these
processes? They are the elected or appointed public officials, and
officials designated for adidnistrative roles in establishing or
maintaining the support groups active in power relations.
In all these processes. Black religious leadership genuinely is
representative, but it represents on a basis of class in a najority of
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cases. The Black church as a mechanism for social change provides
secularized self-help programs through theological agendas vdiich are
class-specific. The so-called 'comrunity issues' of poverty and crime are
class issues. The local government's arbitrary application of force in
addressing the problems of the poor highlights the ineffectiveness of
political officials canpadgns to address causes and to devise solutions.
Black religious leadership serves as a mechanism for control of social
change. Church leaders serving as political officials provide some sense
of representative effectiveness in resolving the various problems which
led to them gaining office. There is no baisic separation between their
religious mission and their crusades in the political arena. From
insurrection to passive resistance religion has been the source of
mobilization intended to influence the political process.
All demonstrations of religiovjsly inspired effort for justice are
inevitc±>ly related to specific interests or needs. The judicial system is
the identified final arbiter of the political process. But with the
unpredictability of both criminal and constitutional judicial decisions,
religion has become the ultimate source for an agenda to meet the
political needs of the people the black religion serves. This agenda has
to inclixie solution intended to correct the economic abuses of capitalism
by reference to responsible values and morality derived from a faith. The
theology of a moral social awakening becomes a liberation mechanism which
resurges again and again in the history of the Black struggle to solve the
Black problem.
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In conclusion, the influences of Black religion on the politics of
Atlanta, Georgia have been widely acknowledged, including its unique
contribution to the civil equality struggles of all Black Americans.
These local influences have become a part of the political reality of
voting strength, which has led to the election of Black political
officials. Ibe organizational ability of Black people operating through
the Black church has created a power relations mechanism which, in turn,
has demonstrably affected the course of social and political change in the
region. Each church leader as a political official has reflected
primarily the needs of a specific class when representing Black people.
Black religious organizations function as a power-relations unit in
Atlanta's political arena, and therefore reflect a class-oriented, power-
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